ANNEX RAD-03

of the Summer 2018 ATFCM plan

MAC18 OCC BRIEFING
RAD APPENDIX 03

Access to the RAD measures on Eurocontrol NOP portal
https://www.public.nm.eurocontrol.int/PUBPORTAL/gateway/spec/
RAD RESTRICTION  NEW LF4311

Dep  LFK*/ NICE_GROUP   TO / FROM    DEST: LFBO
Not above FL305
AIRAC 1804 to AIRAC 1811 included 09:00..13:00
RAD RESTRICTION  NEW LF4312 / LF4318

DEP EBCI/Lille group/LFOB TO ARR (LFBBFIR, LFMP/MT/ML/MI/MV/MU, LEBB)
if Via RESMI

Not above FL345
AIRAC 1804 to AIRAC 1811 included 09:00..13:00
RAD RESTRICTION  NEW LF4313

LFMMFIR  TO/FROM  LFBBFIR

Not above FL345
AIRAC 1804 to AIRAC 1811 included 06:00..21:00
RAD RESTRICTION  LF4210

NICE_GROUP, LFK* TO (BIARRITZ_GROUP, BORDEAUX_GROUP, POITIERS_GROUP)
Not above FL345
LAST AIRAC MAR…AIRAC OCT  06:00..21:00
RAD RESTRICTION **NEW LF4319**

LFBBFIR TO (LONDON_SOUTH_GROUP, SEVERN_GROUP, EGSS/SC)
Not above FL345
First AIRAC APR..AIRAC OCT **09:00..13:00**
RAD RESTRICTION NEW LF4320

LFBBFIR TO (EDDF/DG/DL/FM/LP/LV/LW, EH** except EHBK)
Not above FL345
First AIRAC APR..AIRAC OCT 06:00..21:00
RAD RESTRICTION NEW LF4321

FROM (BARCELONA_GROUP, LEBB, LFBD/BE/BO/BT/BZ/CR/MK/SL)
TO (EDDF/DG/DL/FM/LP/LV/LW, EH** except EHBK) via LFRRCTA

Not above FL345
First AIRAC APR..AIRAC OCT 09:00..13:00

FL 345 MAX

BARCELONA_GROUP (LEBL/LEDA/LEGE/LELL/LERS)

EDDF/EDDG/EDDL/EDFM/EDLP/EDLV/EDLW

EH EXCEPT EHBK
RAD RESTRICTION NEW LF4322

FROM (BARCELONA_GROUP, LEBB)
TO (EDDF/DG/DL/FM/LP/LV/LW, EH** except EHBK) VIA LFBBCTA

Not above FL365
First AIRAC APR..AIRAC OCT 06:00..21:00
RAD RESTRICTION NEW LF4323
FROM LFBBFIR
TO (EDDF/DG/DL/FM/LP/LV/LW, EH** except EHBK) VIA LFBBCTA
Not above FL345
First AIRAC APR..AIRAC OCT 06:00..21:00
RAD RESTRICTION NEW LF4323

FROM (BARCELONA_GROUP, LEBB, LFBZ)
TO (EGSS/EGGW/EGSC) VIA LFRRCTA

Not above FL365
First AIRAC APR..AIRAC OCT 09:00..13:00
RAD RESTRICTION LF4261

LFBBFIR, LFOT FROM/TO GENEVA_GROUP

Not above FL345
03:00..23:00 (02:00..22:00)
RAD RESTRICTION LF4281

FROM (PARIS_GROUP, LFOB/LX)
TO (LFBBFIR, LFMP/MT/ML/MI/MV/MU, LEBB) via LFBBCTA

Not above **FL295**

AIRAC APR..AIRAC OCT 9:20..13:20
RAD RESTRICTION LF4079

**LFRRFIR TO (BASEL_GROUP, STRASBOURG_GROUP)**

1. Not above FL305  
2. Not above FL275

03:00..23:00 (02:00..22:00)

FL 275 MAX from 29th March to 11th October
RAD RESTRICTION LF4110

FROM LYON_GROUP TO LILLE_GROUP
1. Not above FL305  1. AIRAC NOV..AIRAC FEB 03:00..23:00
2. Not above FL285  2. Last AIRAC MAR..AIRAC OCT 02:00..22:00

FL 285 MAX
from 29th March to 11th October
RAD RESTRICTION LFLS4236

FROM (AJACCIO_GROUP, BASTIA_GROUP, MONPELLIER_GROUP, NICE_GROUP, PROVENCE_GROUP, RHONE_GROUP, TOULON_GROUP) TO BRUSSELS_GROUP

Not above FL345

Last AIRAC MAR..AIRAC OCT 03:00..23:00 (02:00..22:00)
RAD RESTRICTION LF4222

FROM (LILLE_GROUP) TO LFRRFIR

1. Not above FL315     1. AIRAC NOV..AIRAC FEB 03:00..23:00
2. Not above FL275     2. Last AIRAC MAR..AIRAC OCT 02:00..22:00

FL 275 MAX
from 29th March to 11th October
RAD RESTRICTION LF4227

FROM (GENEVA_AREA, GENEVA_GROUP) TO LILLE_GROUP
1. Not above FL345 1. AIRAC NOV..AIRAC FEB
2. Not above FL325 2.Last AIRAC MAR..AIRAC OCT

FL 325 MAX
from 29th March to 11th October
RAD RESTRICTION LF4247

FROM (BASEL_GROUP, STRASBOURG_GROUP) TO LFRRFIR

1. Not above FL365  1. AIRAC NOV..AIRAC FEB  03:00..23:00
2. Not above FL285  2. Last AIRAC MAR..AIRAC OCT  02:00..22:00

FL 285 MAX
from 29th March to 11th October
RAD RESTRICTION LF4256

LFRS TO/FROM (EDDF/DG/DL/FM/LP/LV/LW, EH** except EHBK) via LFRRCTA
Not above FL345
05:00..00:00 (04:00..23:00)
RAD RESTRICTION NEW LF4314

LFRS TO/FROM (EB**, EDFH/DR/LN/RT/RZ, EHBK, ELLX, ETAD/AR/SB, LFJL) via LFRRCTA

Not above FL325

05:00..00:00 (04:00..23:00)
RAD RESTRICTION
LFRS, LFOT TO/FROM (MONTPELLIER_GROUP, PROVENCE_GROUP, RHONE_GROUP, BARCELONA_GROUP)

Not above FL345
Last AIRAC MAR..AIRAC OCT 06:00..21:00
RAD RESTRICTION

FROM BARCELONA_GROUP TO LF** VIA LFBBCTA

Not above FL345

Last AIRAC MAR..AIRAC OCT 06:00..21:00
RAD RESTRICTION  NEW LF4315
FROM  BARCELONA_GROUP , LEBB, LFBBFIR
TO  EB**,EDFH/DR/LN/RT/RZ, EHBK, ELLX, ETAD/AR/SB, LFJL  VIA LFBBCTA
Not above FL345
Last AIRAC MAR..AIRAC OCT  06:00..21:00
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RAD RESTRICTION NEW LF4316
FROM LFBBFIR TO LIM*
Not above FL345
Last AIRAC MAR..AIRAC OCT 06:00..21:00
RAD RESTRICTION NEW LF4317
FROM  LONDON_SOUTH_GROUP  TO  BARCELONA_GROUP
Not above FL355
Last AIRAC MAR..AIRAC OCT  09:00…13:00
RAD RESTRICTION  LF4263
FROM (PARIS_GROUP, BEAUVAIS_GROUP) TO (LIMC, LSZA/ZL/ZS) via BEGAR
Not above FL335
Last AIRAC MAR..AIRAC OCT  H24
RAD RESTRICTION LF4265
FROM (PARIS_GROUP, LFOB) TO (EDDS/TD) via LUPEN
Not above FL295
AIRAC NOV..First AIRAC MAR H24
RAD RESTRICTION LF4267

FROM (PARIS_GROUP, LFOB) TO STRASBOURG_GROUP

Not above FL295

AIRAC NOV..AIRAC .First MAR 03:00..23:00 (02:00..22:00)
RAD RESTRICTION  LF4277

FROM (EDDL/DF/FH/DK/LP/DG/LV/LW/FM, ETNG, ELLX, LFST)
TO  (LFO*/RG/RK/RM/JR/LX/QG/LD/LA, EGJJ/JB)
Not above FL315
Last AIRAC MAR..AIRAC OCT H24
RAD RESTRICTION LF4279

FROM ELLX TO (EGHH/HI/HL/LF/LK/TF/VO/TD, EGKB/KA/LC/LD/MC/MD/SG/SX/MH/TO/TR) via sect:LFEES5R

1. Not above FL345 1. AIRAC NOV..AIRAC FEB
2. Not above FL305 2. Last AIRAC MAR..AIRAC OCT

FL 305 MAX
from 29th March to 11th October
RAD RESTRICTION LF4280

FROM ELLX, EDDS TO (EGDM/DY/BP/KK/LL) via sect:LFE5E5R

1. Not above FL365
2. Not above FL345

1. AIRAC NOV..AIRAC FEB
2. Last AIRAC MAR..AIRAC OCT

FL 345 MAX
from 29th March to 11th October
RAD RESTRICTION LF4282

FROM LSGG TO (EGKB/HH/HI/LC/MH/LF) via sect:LFEECTA

Not above FL345

AIRAC MAR..AIRAC OCT 14:00..21:00

FL 345 MAX from 29th March to 11th October